Competing with digital-first banks
We invented online banking back in the 90's to provide
access to newly digital-savvy customers as a means of
retaining them. In the last 25 years online banking has
enabled smaller, nimbler and more tech-savvy
competitors to compete with us. Our digital banking
offerings have not kept up. This is causing us to lose
customers at an alarming rate (~7%/quarter).
How might we reinvent our online banking products so
they exceed our customers' expectations retaining them
for longer (7.2 yrs/customer average) and attracting new
customers (15% YoY increase)?

Bob the existing customer, 52,
3 kids, married, customer with
us for 10 years, has a mortgage
with us, travels regularly,
invests broadly, needs to pay in
multiple currencies at the best
rate, needs to react to changing
market conditions in his
portfolio quickly, needs things
to work "like Google"

We believe that a 35% increase in
existing customers signing into
online banking will be achieved if
Bob can do everything he needs to
do in one simple workflow with a
new banking mobile app focused on
the most common tasks.

Rhonda the new customer, 35,
no kids, grew up online, never
set foot in a bank branch,
expects phone-based access
to all finance products, travels
extensively, hates
bureaucracy, expects
everything to be easy to
understand and available
online

We believe that a 15% increase of
WoM referrals will be achieved
Rhonda believes her finances are
being handled by a modern bank
with a new "digital" brand of
online bank.

35% increase in
number of existing
customers signing
into online banking
per week

Launch a new
"digital" brand of
online banking not
associated with
our legacy brand

Cross-border
accounts and
debit cards
New banking
app designed to
simplify and
clarify most
common user
tasks

Will Rhonda trust a
"new" bank brand
with her finances
given it has not
history in the
market, even if it's
backed by us?

100% increase in
average number
of online
transactions per
existing customer

No need to
change bank in
order to reap the
benefits of modern
technology and
digital access

Landing page test
of new bank
brand that asks
for emails to learn
when it's available

15% of new
acquisition
come from
existing
customer
referrals

Feels like her
finances are in the
hands of a company
operating in the 21st
century and that
understands how
tech works

Interviews with
"Rhonda" to see
how our legacy
brand compares
with a new
untested brand

YouTube interview
with leadership team
discussing the new
brand and what it
offers with a CTA to
learn more

